Huawei Twitter and Facebook May 4-5

1. **@HuaweiUSA - 4h**
   - 5G travels further than 4G—With the ability to travel across more channels, 5G can now travel further across any country or region. This brings access and high speed connectivity to a larger group of people. #InnovationMadePossible (1/6)

2. **@HuaweiUSA - 7h**
   - 5G can travel through walls and buildings just like light traveling through transparent objects. 5G lets phones use much wider channels across a broader range of frequencies, giving users the ability to access even higher rates of speed! #InnovationMadePossible (4/6)

3. **@HuaweiUSA - May 4**
   - A virtual good morning to the super advanced city of Shenzhen. Watch here to learn just how connected it is and why all you need is your phone. #TransportMadePossible #CityLife

4. **@HuaweiUSA - May 4**
   - Not all 5G is the same—5G gives carriers more options. Most notably, it opens up "high-band" short-range airwaves that didn't work with 4G tech. 5G can run on any frequency, leading to three different kinds of 5G experiences—low, middle and high. #InnovationMadePossible (3/6)
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